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Constant Rider Omnibus
by Kate Lopresti

In the newly expanded second edition of the Constant Rider Omnibus, zinester Kate
Lopresti pulls stories from her years riding public transportation. Taken from issues
1-7 of her zine, Lopresti gives us both the hilarious and harrowing, showing bus,
plane, subway, and train passengers in all their damaged glory.
It’s a sad, weird, funny, human ride through American life, where Lopresti blends
into the background and dishes out the fly-on-the-wall perspective. Warts and all,
the Constant Rider Omnibus shows the world of public transportation at its worst,
but it also shows the sweeter side, the good times and good-hearted.
With 64 additional pages, this new edition also features comics, book reviews, tips,
and profiles of politicians who still ride with the people. Lopresti lives, works, and
rides in Portland, Oregon.
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“This must be the most hilarious mass-transit zine there is! Donny Smith,”
--Xerography Debt
“Reading The Constant Rider helped me to recall some of the fun times I’ve had in
the past while using public transportation. Editor Kate rides buses and trains on a
regular basis, and then relates her fascinating experiences in this zine. Kate’s writing totally impressed me, and kept my interest from cover to cover. And, in case
you were wondering, this issue will tell you just exactly what happens when you
collapse on a Tri-Met train in Portland! Very highly recommended.” -- New Pages
[Lopresti’s] writing style is easy and enjoyable and her stories are engaging with
lots of details. Makes me wonder if she takes notes as she rides. I loved the fact
that she devoted an issue to situations in which strangers helped each other, a welcome relief in an often crass and cranky mode of transportation. -- Punk Planet
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